Up To 5,000 Sqf Of Material Ready To Ship Within 7 Days
Basaltine has a contemporary look and is ideal for both walls and floors and comes in either a natural or grip finish. The five sizes, available in rectified format, help to create clean and modern atmospheres.

**BASALTINE**

Light Grey Matte

White Matte

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Basaltine has a contemporary look and is ideal for both walls and floors and comes in either a natural or grip finish. The five sizes, available in rectified format, help to create clean and modern atmospheres.
Concrete is the crossroads of raw industrial and refined design, going beyond the simple look of poured concrete to incorporate unique, sophisticated interpretations that honor both classic and modern design. With six stunning color options, Concrete is a modern take on the gritty appeal of concrete perfect for both residential and high-traffic commercial projects.

**CONCRETE**

Concrete is the crossroads of raw industrial and refined design, going beyond the simple look of poured concrete to incorporate unique, sophisticated interpretations that honor both classic and modern design. With six stunning color options, Concrete is a modern take on the gritty appeal of concrete perfect for both residential and high-traffic commercial projects.

**Greige**
Matte, Polished

**Ash**
Matte, Polished

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Concrete is the crossroads of raw industrial and refined design, going beyond the simple look of poured concrete to incorporate unique, sophisticated interpretations that honor both classic and modern design. With six stunning color options, Concrete is a modern take on the gritty appeal of concrete perfect for both residential and high-traffic commercial projects.

Moka
Matte

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Concrete is the crossroads of raw industrial and refined design, going beyond the simple look of poured concrete to incorporate unique, sophisticated interpretations that honor both classic and modern design. With six stunning color options, Concrete is a modern take on the gritty appeal of concrete perfect for both residential and high-traffic commercial projects.

Mud
Matte, Polished

Moka
Matte, Polished
Concrete is the crossroads of raw industrial and refined design, going beyond the simple look of poured concrete to incorporate unique, sophisticated interpretations that honor both classic and modern design. With six stunning color options, Concrete is a modern take on the gritty appeal of concrete perfect for both residential and high-traffic commercial projects.

**CONCRETE**

- **Chalk** Matte, Polished
- **Plumb** Matte, Polished

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Concrete is the crossroads of raw industrial and refined design, going beyond the simple look of poured concrete to incorporate unique, sophisticated interpretations that honor both classic and modern design. With six stunning color options, Concrete is a modern take on the gritty appeal of concrete perfect for both residential and high-traffic commercial projects.

CONCRETE

White
Matte, Polished

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Epic is an enduring symbol of elegance and eternal durability. Infuse the look, feel and touch of marble and depend on the performance and durability of porcelain in your project. These classic marble looks offer beautiful solutions for any timeless interior.

EPIC

Imperial Polished

Alaska Grey Polished
Epic is an enduring symbol of elegance and eternal durability. Infuse the look, feel and touch of marble and depend on the performance and durability of porcelain in your project. These classic marble looks offer beautiful solutions for any timeless interior.

MADE IN USA PROGRAM

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
La Veneziana, an engineered stone, is a tribute to the ever-changing, beautiful Venetian Terrazzo. The latest look in terrazzo materials is a substrate that, has pigmented polyester resin and granules, or "grit". For this collection, the “grit” is large, showing off the quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic particles that make up the material.

**Campo Scuro – 1656**
Polished

**Rio Alto – 1654**
Polished

La Veneziana, an engineered stone, is a tribute to the ever-changing, beautiful Venetian Terrazzo. The latest look in terrazzo materials is a substrate that, has pigmented polyester resin and granules, or "grit". For this collection, the “grit” is large, showing off the quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic particles that make up the material.
La Veneziana, an engineered stone, is a tribute to the ever-changing, beautiful Venetian Terrazzo. The latest look in terrazzo materials is a substrate that has pigmented polyester resin and granules, or “grit”. For this collection, the “grit” is large, showing off the quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic particles that make up the material.

Grigio Doge – 1658
Polished

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
LINEAR

Linear is a commercially-rated glazed porcelain tile that mimics the look of travertine. Select colors are comprised of at least 10% recycled material and the Dark Brown color contains at least 40% pre-consumer recycled material.
Linear is a commercially-rated glazed porcelain tile that mimics the look of travertine. Select colors are comprised of at least 10% recycled material and the Dark Brown color contains at least 40% pre-consumer recycled material.
Luxury fuses the timeless and classic look of marble with a contemporary touch. Luxury was created to fuse the timeless and classic look of marble with a contemporary touch in residential and commercial spaces.

Amani Grey
Polished

Amani Bronze
Polished

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Marble-looks have been sought after for centuries. Classically timeless, the Marbles collection contains fantastic Marmo Nero shades, sure to please even the most discerning interior designers.
The functional, yet elegant, Quartz 2CM collection ties together your indoor and outdoor spaces with ease. From the garden to the swimming pool, from stairways to driveways, our system offers a wide array of colors, surfaces, and combinations.

QUARTZITE

White Matte
Extra White Matte
Rich details, impeccable design, and craftsmanship come together to create a standard of excellence unparalleled. Warm-up modern spaces, enhance traditional décor, Sandstone is both modern and classic in its simplistic, yet eye-catching design.

SANDSTONE

Sand Matte
White Matte

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Rich details, impeccable design, and craftsmanship come together to create a standard of excellence unparalleled. Warm-up modern spaces, enhance traditional décor, Sandstone is both modern and classic in its simplistic, yet eye-catching design.

**SANDSTONE**

- **Multicolor**
  - Matte

- **Earth**
  - Matte

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
SLATE

Slate Collection is perfect for designers and consumers who admire the elegant look of naturally occurring stone like that of the Dolomites. The beautiful organic qualities of Earth were inspired by the mountains, rivers, and valleys of the Trentino region and create a natural effortless style in any outdoor setting.

Moon White Matte

Multicolor Matte
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Slate Collection is perfect for designers and consumers who admire the elegant look of naturally occurring stone like that of the Dolomites. The beautiful organic qualities of Earth were inspired by the mountains, rivers, and valleys of the Trentino region and create a natural effortless style in any outdoor setting.

Slate

- Manhattan Grey Matte
- Miami White Matte

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Slate Collection is perfect for designers and consumers who admire the elegant look of naturally occurring stone like that of the Dolomites. The beautiful organic qualities of Earth were inspired by the mountains, rivers, and valleys of the Trentino region and create a natural effortless style in any outdoor setting.
Made with high-definition graphics, its stone look style is a perfect choice for both walls and floors in the kitchen, the living room and the bathroom. In commercial projects, it conveys a marvelous touch of contemporaneity.
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Made with high-definition graphics, its stone look style is a perfect choice for both walls and floors in the kitchen, the living room and the bathroom. In commercial projects, it conveys a marvelous touch of contemporaneity.
Antracite
Matte

STRATOS

Made with high-definition graphics, its stone look style is a perfect choice for both walls and floors in the kitchen, the living room and the bathroom. In commercial projects, it conveys a marvelous touch of contemporaneity.
Trascenda™ is a material that uses the strength of an engineered stone combined with digital technology, using heat and pressure to transfer an image into the engineered surface.

Portland Silver
Honed, Matte, Polished
TREND Terrazzo Origina is a series of terrazzo-like engineered stone tiles and slabs that includes numerous colors with recycled glass content. The grit, which is comprised of either quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic, is crushed into nine different granule sizes. These granules are mixed with the pigmented polyester resin and spread onto a large sheet mold where the slab takes its shape.
TREND Terrazzo Origina is a series of terrazzo-like engineered stone tiles and slabs that includes numerous colors with recycled glass content. The grit, which is comprised of either quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic, is crushed into nine different granule sizes. These granules are mixed with the pigmented polyester resin and spread onto a large sheet mold where the slab takes its shape.

TERRA ORIGINA
Terra Di Siena – 1606
Polished

Terra Ombra – 684
Polished
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TREND Terrazzo Origina is a series of terrazzo-like engineered stone tiles and slabs that includes numerous colors with recycled glass content. The grit, which is comprised of either quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic, is crushed into nine different granule sizes. These granules are mixed with the pigmented polyester resin and spread onto a large sheet mold where the slab takes its shape.
TREND Terrazzo Origina is a series of terrazzo-like engineered stone tiles and slabs that includes numerous colors with recycled glass content. The grit, which is comprised of either quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic, is crushed into nine different granule sizes. These granules are mixed with the pigmented polyester resin and spread onto a large sheet mold where the slab takes its shape.

Graphite Luster – 1650 Polished
Princess – 1651 Polished
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TREND Terrazzo Origina is a series of terrazzo-like engineered stone tiles and slabs that includes numerous colors with recycled glass content. The grit, which is comprised of either quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic, is crushed into nine different granule sizes. These granules are mixed with the pigmented polyester resin and spread onto a large sheet mold where the slab takes its shape.
TREND Terrazzo Origina is a series of terrazzo-like engineered stone tiles and slabs that includes numerous colors with recycled glass content. The grit, which is comprised of either quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic, is crushed into nine different granule sizes. These granules are mixed with the pigmented polyester resin and spread onto a large sheet mold where the slab takes its shape.

Ice Gold – 1653
Polished

King Ivory – 692
Polished
TREND Terrazzo Origina is a series of terrazzo-like engineered stone tiles and slabs that includes numerous colors with recycled glass content. The grit, which is comprised of either quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic, is crushed into nine different granule sizes. These granules are mixed with the pigmented polyester resin and spread onto a large sheet mold where the slab takes its shape.
TREND Terrazzo Origina is a series of terrazzo-like engineered stone tiles and slabs that includes numerous colors with recycled glass content. The grit, which is comprised of either quartz, porcelain, granite, glass, or mosaic, is crushed into nine different granule sizes. These granules are mixed with the pigmented polyester resin and spread onto a large sheet mold where the slab takes its shape.

Perla Di Sabbia – 617 Polished

TREND ORIGINA

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Wood Collection combines a sleek, matte porcelain tile finish with an array of five warm color compositions. Bathrooms become spa-like, kitchens a place to explore, living rooms a gathering place to unwind and share stories. Mood Wood creates diverse, exciting spaces, transforming residential and commercial projects with the inviting look and feel of natural wood.

Nut-Brown Matte

Nut Matte

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Wood Collection combines a sleek, matte porcelain tile finish with an array of five warm color compositions. Bathrooms become spa-like, kitchens a place to explore, living rooms a gathering place to unwind and share stories, Mood Wood creates diverse, exciting spaces, transforming residential and commercial projects with the inviting look and feel of natural wood.
Wood Collection combines a sleek, matte porcelain tile finish with an array of five warm color compositions. Bathrooms become spa-like, kitchens a place to explore, living rooms a gathering place to unwind and share stories, Mood Wood creates diverse, exciting spaces, transforming residential and commercial projects with the inviting look and feel of natural wood.

MADE IN USA PROGRAM

www.stonesource.com/made-in-usa
Wood Collection combines a sleek, matte porcelain tile finish with an array of five warm color compositions. Bathrooms become spa-like, kitchens a place to explore, living rooms a gathering place to unwind and share stories, Mood Wood creates diverse, exciting spaces, transforming residential and commercial projects with the inviting look and feel of natural wood.
Wood Collection combines a sleek, matte porcelain tile finish with an array of five warm color compositions. Bathrooms become spa-like, kitchens a place to explore, living rooms a gathering place to unwind and share stories, Mood Wood creates diverse, exciting spaces, transforming residential and commercial projects with the inviting look and feel of natural wood.
Stone Source Locations

MID-ATLANTIC

SHOWROOMS
NASHVILLE
2910 SIDCO DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
615.244.6448
WASHINGTON DC
1129 20TH ST. NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
202.265.5900

SALES OFFICE
PHILADELPHIA
202.265.5900

WAREHOUSE
NASHVILLE
2930 SIDCO DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
615.244.6448
REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
DC, DE, FL, GA, MD, NC, PA,
SC, TN, VA, WV

NEW ENGLAND

SHOWROOM
BOSTON
311 SUMMER ST.
BOSTON, MA 02210
617.671.0900
REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT

MIDWEST & TEXAS

SHOWROOMS
CHICAGO
205 W. WACKER DR
CHICAGO, IL 60606
312.335.9900
DALLAS
1825 MARKET CENTER BLVD.
DALLAS, TX 75207
469.893.4200
HOUSTON
4900 WOODWAY DR.
HOUSTON, TX 77056
832.608.6370
WAREHOUSE
CHICAGO
1760 N. KINGSBURY ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60614
773.305.0086
REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
AL, AR, CO, IA, IL, IN, KS, KY,
LA, MI, MN, MO, MS, NE, NM,
OH, OK, SD, TX, UT, WI

NEW YORK

SHOWROOMS
EAST HAMPTON
34 PARK PLACE
EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937
631.324.7497
NEW JERSEY
350 STARKE RD.
CARLSTADT, NJ 07072
201.549.7400
NEW YORK
215 PARK AVE. SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY 10003
212.949.6400
WAREHOUSE
NEW JERSEY
350 STARKE RD.
CARLSTADT, NJ 07072
201.549.7400
REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
CT (FAIRFIELD CO.), NJ, NY

WESTERN REGION

SHOWROOM
LOS ANGELES
5429 MCCONNELL AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
213.880.1155

SALES OFFICES
ORANGE COUNTY & SAN DIEGO
949.329.5514
PHOENIX
714.988.9561
LAS VEGAS
714.988.9561
SAN FRANCISCO,
N. CALIFORNIA & HAWAII
415.840.2800
SEATTLE
206.439.2400
WAREHOUSE
LOS ANGELES
5429 MC CONNELL AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
323.274.1992
REGIONAL SUPPORT FOR:
AZ, CA, HI, ID, MT, NV, OR,
WA, WY
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WHY PORCELAIN?

There are many reasons to choose impervious porcelain tile over other floor coverings. It offers the largest array of design options and holds its value the longest. In a comparison between the many different flooring options, porcelain tile offers one of the most durable and least expensive options over the lifespan of the building.

Benefits of Porcelain Tile

• Impervious to water
• Easy to maintain
• Variety of design options
• Environmentally friendly
• Resistant to germs and bacteria
• Fade resistant
• Fire resistant
• Durable - best long-term value vs. other floor coverings